Information on the joint exhibition stand of (almost) all light teaching universities and organisations under the umbrella of LiTG

Stand number: Hall 3.1 FOY
The stand covers 120 sqm in the foyer of hall 3.1. In addition, we get a room as a storage for our bags, coats and other material.

Designs für die light steles: Deadline for submissions 10 February 2020
Each participating university and organisation can introduce itself on a light stele. Templates are available for download as separate documents.
Help: Gunnar Ceccotti: +49 176 661 661 73; gunnar.ceccotti@gmail.com

Exhibits: As small as possible
Description according to the deposited document
Consultation mit Gunnar Ceccotti

Your logo for the interactive hall plan: high-resolution, square, jpg
All participants have the opportunity to appear with their logo on the interactive hall plan. Please send your logo in high resolution, preferably in square form in jpg format.

Information material: to a limited extent
Participating universities and associations can display information material in manageable quantities. It can be brought to the fair or sent to the stand. The address will be forwarded later.

Conference programme
It is planned mainly in the afternoons from 9 – 12 March (Mon. – Thurs.). There the participants can introduce themselves and their research areas and projects. A lecture should be about 15 minutes. Students are particularly welcome. If you are interested, please let us know the name of the speaker, the title of the presentation/lecture and when it should take place. We create a programme from all the proposals in consultation with the speakers.

PPT presentations of all participating universities and organisations
You have the opportunity to present your university/organisation and their subject areas on three ppt slices. These presentations will be shown on the conference screen in a continuous loop during the conference-free times. You will receive a template for this promptly.
Daily get-to-gether during the trade fair at 5 pm
For all participants and guests with soft drinks and fingerfood (on a small scale; for the purpose of interdisciplinary exchange, we will organize a daily get-together with softdrinks und fingerfood am Stand veranstalten möchten. For the catering, we are still looking for sponsors. Can you help?

Sponsoren gesucht
We are still looking for sponsors not only for the catering: Please let us know, if you have contacts.

Entry voucher
Will we get from Messe Francfort. Please indicate how many voucher you will need. These vouchers can be redeemed via the Messe Francfort website.

Name badges and stand services
All persons on stand duty will receive a name badge. Please indicate the names of the persons and when they will be on site. If everybody plans a day for stand duty, that would be sufficient.

Local contact
Gunnar Ceccotti: +49 176 661 661 73; gunnar.ceccotti@gmail.com
Britta Hölzemann: +49 171 955  6182; britta.hoelzemann@litg.de

Current informations

Status: 30 January 2020